Featured Titles
Fiction
Three generations of Milton’s have spent summers on Crockett Island, Maine when
Evie and her cousins realize that they no longer have the means to keep it in the
family. As a History Professor, Evie’s natural inclination is to sift through stories of
the past, but on the island she discovers two lifetimes of secrets buried by her
grandmother, Kitty, and her mother, Joan. The novel explores how decisions,
including their grandfather Ogden’s investments during WWII, inevitably influences
the family’s future. Themes of racism, morality, entitlement and influence are
explored through the lives of the Milton family and the carefully chosen words of
author Sarah Blake. Even when you find the characters' decisions difficult to read
you will be spellbound by ‘The Guest Book’.

Non-Fiction
At 23, Anna Maxymiw detours from her life plan. Craving change, she shifts from
being a city dweller, to a remote wilderness explorer, and from a Master’s student, to
a housekeeper charged with tough and sometimes disgusting work. It turns out being
staff at a remote fishing lodge in Northern Ontario, when she’d previous been a
guest, are very different experiences. The shifts Maxymiw chooses bring about more
than just a summer of adventure. They cause transformational changes. A love story
to nature’s quiet symphony of sounds and life in the wilderness, this memoir will
make you laugh, cry, and feel some twinges of disgust. Most importantly its vibrant
descriptions will make you feel like you’re alongside Anna as she conquers the
wilderness.
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Featured Titles
Non-Fiction
Whether it is the astonishing journeys of monarch butterflies, migrating birds,
whales, salmon, insects or sea turtles David Barrie provides an entertaining tour of
the many ways that animals navigate the world. Some travel by scent, light or the
earth’s magnetic fields, and some animals travel is not yet fully understood. For
example, how are dragonflies able to fly 3,500 kilometers across the ocean without
stopping? Barrie is also interested in how humans have navigated the globe. He is a
member of the Royal Institute of Navigation and has sailed around the world. Look
for more stories of his voyages in his book ‘Sextant: a young man's daring sea voyage
and the men who mapped the world's oceans.’

Fiction
Is there a moment in your life that you would do over? Neuroscientist Helena Smith’s
research into recording memories for Alzheimer patients hits a dead end just before
she meets Philanthropist Marcus Slade. 10 years later, NY Detective Barry Sutton’s
investigation into False Memory Syndrome – a syndrome that creates a fork in your
memory based on two different outcomes of the same event – leads him to Helena.
Together they uncover the scope of the damage done by Slade’s misuse
of Helena’s research, which leads them to discover just how far they will go to stop
him. Just like ‘Dark Matter’, with ‘Recursion’ Blake Crouch expertly blends genres horror, speculative fiction, and romance. The effect will keep you reading (and
thinking) until the very end.
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